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The Gabor expansion ofa functionfex) decomposes it into a double sum over integers m and
n ofa product of basis functions g(x - mX) and Fourier-series exponentials exp(21TinIX) for
given spacing X. The choice of basis function determines the coefficients a mn of the expansion.
Iff (x) is band limited, the double sum can for all practical purposes be replaced by a single
sum over Gaussian basis functions. This is extremely useful for expansion of multidimensional
functions such as beams in phase space. Conditions of validity are given, and several examples
illustrate the technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

This work concerns the expansion of a function into a
set of Gaussian basic functions. Often, it is necessary or useful to expand a function into an orthonormal set of elementary basis functions. For example, Fourier analysis of a function uses trigonometric basis functions, and Laplace
transform involves exponentials. In wave optics, the diffraction of a beam through an opening l or through a phase
screen 2.3 is governed to good approximation by a Kirchhoff-Huygens convolution integral in which the beam amplitude is a factor. Expansion of this amplitude into the usual
basis functions is often not useful, whereas a Gaussian shape
factor yields a simple result, at least at very large distances.
Another application concerns the propagation of a wave or
particle beam in a refractive-index medium (for particles,
the effective refractive index is determined by the electromagnetic potential). Phase-space techniques are used to calculate the progression of a phase-space density from its initial shape. This is relatively uncomplicated if the initial
shape is Gaussian and the beam is narrow. 4 Expansion of the
beam into a set of narrow Gaussians is therefore very helpful.
In a variety of dispersive, dissipative, and randomly refracting media, Fourier-transformlike integrals occur with a kernel exp [ - p (x) ], where p (x) is proportional to some (entire or fractional) power of x. In such cases, an expansion
into Gaussians is useful, as it wiU result in a sum of analytically tractable integrals. Similar integrals are common to
many branches of physics. Various other authors spanning a
variety of fields have made use of expansions of beams into
Gaussian beamlets. Popov and co-workers5 - 7 have put
Gaussian beams through rays in a high-frequency approximation to the Helmholtz equation. Felsen,8.9 Mantica et
al. 10 and Pack and de Wdf ll have exploited various forms
of such expansions in recent work in optics. Various applications in geophysics have also made significant use of an expansion of beamlike functions into Gaussians. 12- 14 The dynamics of quantum wave packets and associated
calculations of molecular vibrational wave functions has
been studied by expanding these wave packets into Gaussians in a series of publications by HeIler, 5 Davis and Heller,I6-18 and associated authors. 19- 23 Applications to atomsurface scattering are discussed by Jackson and Metiu. 24
Clearly, a widespread use is made of such expansions into
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Gaussians, and we deem it useful to explore the conditions
under which that is possible. The problem lies in the fact that
Gaussian functions do not form an orthonormal basis for an
arbitrary (but "wen-behaved," e.g., continuous and differentiable) function f (x). An approximate expansion can at
best be given, and the conditions under which that is possible
are the subject of this work.
II. THE GABOR EXPANSION

Recently, Bastiaans 25 has brought the Gabor expansion to the attention of workers in optics. Very briefly,
Gabor proposed a bi-orthogonal expansion of a signal funetionj(x),
26

f(x)

"'.

co

I

L

=

amng(x - mX)exp(inQx),

rn-=-wn,,--oo

Q= 21TIX,

(1)

where g(x) is a chosen basis function (Gaussian in Gabor's
paper), X is a chosen spacing in variable x, and Q is its wavenumber counterpart. Bastiaans25 and Janssen 27 have showed
how to calculate the coefficients a mn for various choices of
g(x). The expression from which these are calculated follows from the definition
hp(x)=h(x+pX) for -X/2<x<XI2,

hp (x)

=0

(2)

otherwise

for any function hex), where p is a (positive or negative)
integer, and from the definition
x'

L
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ipqX

(3)
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It can then be shown that
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(4)

from which integral both Bastiaans25 and J anssen 27 garnered
rapidly converging expansions fOf these coefficients. Applications of ( 1)-( 4) to optical radiation through apertures are
discussed by Einziger, Raz, and Shapira. 28 Einziger and coworkers also discuss several cases in which one of the summations in the expansion has only relatively few terms, e.g.,
as in the case of band-limited signals. OUf purpose is to expand upon this and to indicate a special class of Gaussian
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basis functions with spacing and independent standard-deviation parameters that reduce the expansion to a single summation. Previous work 25 ,28 appears only to have dealt with
one-parameter Gaussians in the Gabor expansion.

iii. REDUCTION FOR BANDMUMITED FUNCTiON
The purpose of this section is to show that (1) can be
reduced to a single summation
00

f(x)

2:

=

(5)

Amg(x - mX)

m=- - oc

for a large class of functions / (x), by appropriate choice of
Gaussian functions g(x), and that the coefficients Am are
obtained from a sampling of lex) at discrete values spaced
X apart. The point of departure will be (4). Let us introduce
the Fourier transform H(q) of any function hex) as
H(q)

=

r'"

dx h(x)e -

(6)

iqx

J- ~,
under the usual assumptions 29 that the transform operation
and its inverse are well defined. It is easily seen that the
previously defined periodic functions (3) are related to the
Fourier transforms (6) by
_

1

cc

L

h(x,q)=X P ~- -~~

H(q+pQ)ei(q-IPQ)X.

(7)

'"

From definitions (1 )-( 4), it is also easily seen that

( 11) with Q = Qs. Thus, the choice of X is dictated by the
requirement that X < 1r/ QB' and the choice of a by (7<;X. The
error due to neglect of p #0 terms in the denominator of (9)
can be made vanishingly small by tailoring these two quantities for given QR' In practice, a compromise needs to be
made between desired accuracy (small X, smaller u) and
affordable computer time (X = 1T/ QR' (7 =X). If these criteria for X and (7 are met, and the p#O terms are neglected,
then we obtain
A
m

=~

J'"

dqF(q) e imqX

Q_

G(q)

00

which is no longer a function of x. From this expression we
can easily derive that
2

=

L

Am ex) =~

I

-Q/2

Am

=

(21r)

-li

2X
(7

+

Q .. -

dq

~(x,q)

eimqX ,

(8)

g(x,q)

Q/2

If the (one-sided) bandwidth of/ex), i.e., the extent of the
Fourier transform in the spectral variable q, is limited below
q = QR' and if QR < ~Q, then! (x,q) in the integrand in (8)
can be replaced by F(q), and the integral bounds may be
replaced by ± QR' This foHows from substitution of the
equivalents of (7) for both l (x,q) and g(x,q) in the integrand in (8). Thus,

JQII

1
dq
Q-Qn

Am(x) = -

X

(F(q)eimqi_~", GCq + PQ)e iPQX) .

(74/i4l(mX)

, 8

(217)1/2uexp( - crq2/2).

l /2

i

X

Unlike Einziger and co-workers,28 we allow (7 to have an
extra degree of freedom instead of defining it as 21r/X. We
observe that

mq
+ Q) = exp[
'G(q)

-

- Q?-

J (7"(

+ 2qQ) J .

(11)

2 -

The factor

exp( - ~ crQ2) = exp( - 2~cr/X2) ,
which is less than 2.7X 10- 9 when (7 = X suggests that we
restrict our choice of 0" to m;;X. The error in ignoring all but
the p = 0 term in the denominator of (9) is then given by
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!(mX)e-(x-mX)'12if'

(15)

OC\

IV. THIN PHASE SCREEN

A simple application of the above is to the propagation
of a plane wave through a thin almost-transparent screen
containing turbulent air. The approach is well understood,2,:1,30 and even fairly difficult parameters such as the
intensity autocorrelation have been estimated under conditions of strong turbu!ence. 31 - 33 Here, we simply apply the
above to the calculation of the average intensity at large distances from this screen. For the one-dimensional case (turbulent cylinders in the y direction), the Kirchhotf-Huygcns
diffraction integral 1 predicts

(9)

(10)

(14)

subject to the conditions X < 1T/QB and if<;X, and the error
terms are estimated by ( 11 ).

2

= k

,

f'"

411"""-

At this stage, we choose a Gaussian basis function, namely,
g(x) = exp( - x 2 /2rr), with Fourier transform

=

+ ...) ,

but in practice one may ignore the O( tT), and higher terms
as terms of similar magnitude have already been neglected in
( 12). Thus, the desired expansion (5) can be written as

(I(r)
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(7 m --" -
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(13)

The formal exponent in (13) yields through fourth order
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dX 2 U(x 1,d)U*(x2 ,d)
=

xgo(r - r1)gt(r -- f 2)r 2(r;r\,f2) ,

(16)

where U(x,d) is the aperture function atz = d, goeR) is the
free-space Green's function, and r 2 is the wave coherence
function for reception at a distant point r = (p,L). If certain
subtleties such as influence of inner scale of turbulence are
ignored, then one may set~14

r 2 =exp(

-KC~k2dl)(I-X215!3),

(17)

where C ~ is the atmospheric structure constant for turbulence and k is the wave number (K is a constant of no importance here), and (16) becomes

(I(x,L)

=

kxo
21rL

roo dtr()(~)e-ltl"l'e-iXI/lT,

Jo

U

(18)
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PHASE SCREEN

Errors in F.T. of
exp [ -(t 2 }/2]

Mean angular spectrum

I

21
FIG. l. Normalized angular
spectrum UCQl)/{I(O)/)
vs Q = xlAT for thin phase
screen.
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Normalized angle Q

=

(L 2lkd) 1/2(/!p, with

ci'-T ex C~k 7/6d 11)6 ,

a parameter describing the strength ofthe turbulence. When
propagation distance L is very much larger than D, it is permissible to set r 0 = 1 and the integral becomes

=K

(I(x,L)

1'"

dt e - t,n e -

iX/I),!,

(19)

where K is some other appropriate constant containing parameters not of importance here. We now apply (15) with
fU) = exp( - t 5 / 3 ), and it can be seen readily that (19)
becomes the angular spectrum,

(I( Q) = Ke - (1/2)Q''''( 1 + 2 rnt t e - ImTl'"i< cos(mQT)) ,
(20)
where Q=.xIAT = (LI)"T)tanB is the normalized angle
tangent of the direction of reception. Equation (19) can,
alternatively, be considered as the Fourier transform of
exp ( - t 5/3), and (20) expresses it as a sum of analytically
determined terms. Figure 1 exhibits a curve of a normalized
<1(Q) )/(/(0) > vs Qcalculated from (20) using (T = T, and
steadily decreasing values of T until convergence of the answer has been reached.
Another class of problems involves a series ofintegrals
dubbed "diffusion integrals" by Hoc, Besieris, and Sockelfl5
and defined by
(21)

Fourier Transform Of
exp [-t 4 /4]
:2
a::

~:~

~ G2~

~

w

0::

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

where N = 2,4,6, .... These integrals occur in the phasespace analysis of pulsed signals in homogeneous, time-invariant, dissipative media?6 Application of (15) to
exp( - t N IN) yields (we will set (T = T),

Dlv (x)

= ~ e - "':<'/2(1 + 2
2w

f

m

=

e -- tmT)""/N cos(mxn) .
1

(22)
The exact solution of (21) for N = 2 is Dfz(x) = (tTl
2) 1/2 exp( - x 2 /2), which can be used as a check on the
numerical evaluation of (22). Figure 2 shows a logarithmic
plot of the fractional error for 0 < x < 7.S employed in numerical evaluation of (22) on a PC with an algorithm that
decreases interval Tby a factor of2 until the sum is constant
to 0.1 % at fixed x. Figures 3 and 4 show plots of D~ (x) and
D.t,(x), respectively, versus x, as calculated with a similar
(but higher accuracy) algorithm from (21). Using an
asymptotic series36 that is accurate for large values of x, we
have evaluated a logarithmic fractional error for both of
these functions in Figs. 5 and 6. As all of these calculations
are done for 30 to 50 values of x on an IBM-PS/2 Model SO
with 80287 co-processor in a compiled BASIC program that
takes only a few minutes to execute, the computational
aspects may be considered to be fairly trivial once the expansion (15) has been employed in these integrals.
The functions expanded through (15) in this section are
not strictly band limited. However, they are all exponentially decaying with x at powers close to or higher than two, and
as such have effective bandwidths defined by noise level (accuracy). The above examples bear out that a sufficient decrease in the sampling interval will yield any desired accura-

-

---------~

FrG. 2. Logarithm of fractional error in diffusion integra!Dfl(x).

FIG. 4. Diffusion integral
Vf,,(x) vs x.
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where r 0 is the coherence function for the aperture of diameter D, and AT is a turbulence length parameter:
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FIG. 3. Diffusion
Dt.(x) vsx.
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FIG. 6, Logarithm of fractional error in Dfc,(x).

FIG. 5. Logarithm of fractional error in Dh(x).
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cy. However, as we have stated above, in other practical
cases a compromise between desired accuracy and computational cost may be necessary. This is the case especially
where higher-dimensional functions are concerned, e.g., as
in the expansion of four-dimensional phase-space funetions. 4 •11 Nevertheless, the ability to do certain calculations
at a relatively bearable cost, even at the sacrifice of some
desired accuracy, often may be preferable to any alternative
(such as doing only a small fraction of the calculation at
desired accuracy and high cost). For such applications, (15)
represents a significantly useful alternative.
Note added in proof: A reviewer has kindly brought to
my attention a recent application in which the Gabor expansion is confined to the n summation. 37 This is only one of the
other possibilities offered by the full hi-orthogonal Gabor
expansion itself.
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